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Nicholas and Alexandra (Franklin Schaffner, 1971) and Agonia (Elem 

Klimov, 1981) 

 

 

 
 

Rasputin is a person whom you can still smell, ninety years after they killed him. The 

system which allowed him to flourish (and, as Elem Klimov’s film says, many 

weirdos like him), had “death-wish” written across its forehead in letters you could 

read from Polynesia. 

 You can’t smell Tom Baker’s Rasputin in Nicholas and Alexandra. He’s always 

clean, always calm, always has his hair neatly parted, always looks at people with 

huge Dr-Who eyes, amusing, pleading and pathetic. Alexei Petrenko, who plays him 

in Agonia, never keeps still, and seems not to have bathed since they started the shoot. 

He has a broad, dented nose of the sort which suggests a hare-lip beneath the 

moustache. 

 I’m sure Nicholas II bathed often enough, but that doesn’t stop him from having 

been one of history’s best / worst jokes – a grey, brainless zombie called upon to 

preside over one of the worst self-inflicted disasters that ever befell any country. Not 

until George Bush overlooked 9 / 11 … 

 Anglo-Saxon actors can’t do Russians on screen. We’re always looking for a 

viewpoint, a hidden, rational analysis. “Not another purge!” cries Ralph Richardson 

in Dr Zhivago, as though England had lost the test match again. We can’t empathize 

with a society which has been in permanent melt-down for half a millennium. There 

are twice as many abortions in Russia in 2007 as there are live births – they blame the 

quality of life. By 2107, there’ll be no Russians left. Thus Michael Jayston, Tsar 

Nicholas II for Franklin Schaffner, can convey the man’s private gentleness and 
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paternal lovability, but when it comes to the imbecility which governed his public 

journey from the palace at Tsarkoe Selo to the cellar at Ekaterinburg, he goes blank, 

and the script gives him no assistance. 

 Nicholas and Alexandra got Oscars for production and costume design, and 

although the artwork is hugely beautiful, its seductiveness is corrupting, because, in 

the first half, we can’t but swoon over the spectacle – a society with as glittering a 

front as this must be strong enough to survive, surely? But no – the opposite. Its 

Moloch appetite for display was evidence of the rottenness of its substance – an open 

invitation for the revolution it inspired (though not for the truly indescribable stuff 

that happened after the revolution).  

 

 
 

       Schaffner’s potted history of the 

rise of the Bolsheviks firstly makes the 

mistake of casting as Lenin, not Patrick 

Stewart (see picture), but Michael 

Bryant; and then lets itself down by its 

Key Stage Three potted expositions 

(JOURNALIST: “How do you spell that 

word, Mrs Lenin?” – KRUPSKAYA: “B .. 

o .. l .. s .. h ..”). Still, John McEnery is 

very persuasive as Alexander Kerensky, 

the doomed democrat. 

 

 Above all, Schaffner understates and sanitizes the Rasputin issue. He shows us 

Rasputin romping in a hay-cart with three wenches – it’s a pastoral idyll, accentuated 

by the lady pilgrim, who crosses herself as the Mad Monk greets her with upraised 

vodka-bottle. Klimov, on the other hand, lets us into Rasputin’s city apartment and 

shows an entire harem of philanthropical ladies, nuns, and a bearded freak who seems 

to think that the more she makes herself resemble him the more likely she is to get 

mystically laid by him. In an extraordinary scene, he’s trapped into a rendezvous with 

the owner of a sexy female singing voice, only to find that her cupboards are 

swarming with Orthodox monks, bishops, and genuine holy men, who force him 

(literally) to eat dirt and renounce his ways. In another, he feigns an epileptic fit at the 

Tsar’s feet. Tom Baker is never asked to do such things. 

 Klimov is a much less conventional director than Schaffner. His film is 

punctuated by still photos and newsreels of the time – some of which seem to me to 

have been directed by Eisenstein – and by lingering close-ups of ugly, lowering 

Russian faces whose expressions bespeak lifetimes of inert depravity. Even the snow 

is dirty. All Schaffner can muster are some excellent close-ups of Vernon Dobtcheff, 

as the wordless doctor who spikes Rasputin’s drink. Schaffner, too, uses a few 

newsreels; but his production designer makes even factories and sweat-shops look 

aesthetically pleasing. Everyone in Schaffner’s film is beautiful – especially Janet 

Suzman as Alexandra. The Russian Proletariat is played by John Shrapnel and Diana 

Quick, more beautiful than whom you cannot get. 

 

The Russian film ends with Rasputin’s funeral. As she gets into her carriage, 

Alexandra (whose role is underdeveloped, and who’s a lot less beautiful than Janet 

Suzman), snarls, “I hate this country!” which says it all. Nicholas and Alexandra 

follows the royal family right up to the end. 
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 Jayston’s best scene is the one where, having abdicated, he walks stiffly back to 

the Winter Palace, and collapses at his wife’s feet in shame, while she kneels opposite 

him, helpless, unable to cope with such unprecedented humiliation. From then on the 

film gets very gripping. It’s no fun being on the rubbish-heap of history, and, as we’ve 

got to know the Tsarevich and his four sisters well, the process whereby they’re 

hounded from Soviet to Soviet, until, in the cellar at Ekaterinburg, they’re all shot, 

including the doctor (historically, including the dog, too), is quite cathartic. 


